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Noradrenaline released from locus
coeruleus axons contracts cerebral
capillary pericytes via a2 adrenergic
receptors
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Abstract

Noradrenaline (NA) release from locus coeruleus axons generates vascular contractile tone in arteriolar smooth muscle

and contractile capillary pericytes. This tone allows neuronal activity to evoke vasodilation that increases local cerebral

blood flow (CBF). Much of the vascular resistance within the brain is located in capillaries and locus coeruleus axons

have NA release sites closer to pericytes than to arterioles. In acute brain slices, NA contracted pericytes but did not

raise the pericyte cytoplasmic Ca2þ concentration, while the a1 agonist phenylephrine did not evoke contraction.

Blocking a2 adrenergic receptors (a2Rs, which induce contraction by inhibiting cAMP production), greatly reduced

the NA-evoked pericyte contraction, whereas stimulating a2Rs using xylazine (a sedative) or clonidine (an anti-

hypertensive drug) evoked pericyte contraction. Noradrenaline-evoked pericyte contraction and capillary constriction

are thus mediated via a2Rs. Consequently, a2Rs may not only modulate CBF in health and pathological conditions, but

also contribute to CBF changes evoked by a2R ligands administered in research, veterinary and clinical settings.
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Introduction

Active neurons require an increased energy supply to

power their information processing. This is achieved by

the neurons, and their associated astrocytes, releasing

vasodilating agents that increase local cerebral blood

flow (CBF).1 Within the cerebral cortex, although

smooth muscle cells (SMCs) around arterioles contrib-

ute to regulating CBF, the majority of the vascular resis-

tance is located in the capillary bed.2,3 Contractile

pericytes, found especially on the first 3 branch orders

of capillaries from arterioles (defined as 0th order), can

adjust the capillary diameter to alter CBF, in health and

in pathology.4–6

In order for CBF to be increased by neuronal activ-

ity, there must be an ongoing tone generated by con-

tractile mural cells, which are then relaxed in order to

increase vessel diameter. A significant contribution to

this tone is generated by the release of noradrenaline

from perivascular axon terminals of neurons with
somata in the locus coeruleus and nearby nuclei.7,8

Two-thirds of these terminals are closer to capillaries
rather than arterioles.9 Locus coeuruleus axons also
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target astrocytes,9 which have been suggested to be key
intermediaries in the regulation of CBF by neuronal
activity.4 Thus, locus coeuruleus derived noradrenaline
may affect CBF by acting either directly on pericytes or
SMCs, or indirectly via astrocytes. In brain slices,
which presumably lack locus coeruleus noradrenaline
release, superfusing noradrenaline constricts capillaries
near pericyte somata (where the pericytes’ circumferen-
tial processes are mainly found6) by �60% in rat cer-
ebellar cortex10 and by �40% in human cerebral
cortex.6

Surprisingly, the mechanism by which noradrenaline
contracts pericytes is unknown. An obvious possibility
is that noradrenaline activates Gq-linked a1 receptors on
pericytes which raise [Ca2þ]i and thus activate contrac-
tion, as for arteriole smooth muscle.11 Alternatively,
noradrenaline could act indirectly via astrocytes or neu-
rons. For example noradrenaline raises astrocyte [Ca2þ]i
by activating a1 receptors,12 and these have been sug-
gested to generate constriction of arteriolar SMCs by
evoking the release of the arachidonic acid derivative
20-HETE (20-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid) from astro-
cytic endfeet enwrapping vessels.13

Here we use transgenic mice expressing NG2-dsRed
in pericytes, and human tissue from neurosurgical
operations, to investigate how noradrenaline evokes
pericyte-mediated constriction of cerebral cortical
capillaries. We confirmed that locus coeruleus axon
noradrenaline release sites are located close to pericyte
somata9 in both mice and humans. Surprisingly, how-
ever, we found that the constricting actions of nor-
adrenaline were mediated, not by a1 receptors which
raise [Ca2þ]i, but by a2 receptors which lower the intra-
cellular cyclic AMP concentration.

Materials and methods

Animals

All animal procedures were performed in accordance
with EU and UK regulations (the UK Animals
(Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and later modifica-
tions), and are described in accordance with the
ARRIVE guidelines. Sprague Dawley rats of either
sex were group-housed or kept in litters in open-top
cages until experimental use for capillary brightfield
imaging at P21. Mice were housed in individually ven-
tilated cages in pairs or groups. Adult mice (P42-P158)
of either sex were used. NG2-dsRed mice expressing a
dsRed fluorophore under the NG2 proteoglycan pro-
moter allowed visualisation of cells expressing NG2
including pericytes, smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and
oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs).14 NG2-
CreERT2-GCaMP5G mice were obtained by crossing6

tamoxifen-inducible NG2-CreERT2 knock in mice15

with floxed GCaMP5G-IRES-tdTomato mice16 to

allow co-expression of the genetically-encoded Ca2þ

indicator (GCaMP5G) and tdTomato fluorophore (as

a morphological marker) in NG2-expressing cells after

oral gavage of tamoxifen. Tamoxifen dissolved in corn

oil was given at 100mg/kg body weight by oral gavage

once per day for four consecutive days to adult >P21

mice. Experiments were performed from 2 weeks after
tamoxifen administration. Animals were maintained

in a 12 h light/dark cycle, at controlled temperatures

(20–23�C) and fed normal chow and untreated tap

water ad libitum. Treated Aspen chip and Sizzle-Nest

bedding and one tunnel for environmental enrichment

were present in each cage. Animals were sacrificed by

cervical dislocation for all experiments using acute cor-

tical slices or by cardiac perfusion under terminal anes-

thesia for immunohistochemistry. Animal breeding,

experimental procedure and methods of killing were

conducted in accordance with the UK Home Office

regulations (Guidance on the Operation of Animals,

Scientific Procedures Act, 1986) and the approval of
UCL’s Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Body.

Human tissue

Live human cortical tissue, removed to access underly-

ing tumours in patients, was obtained from neurosur-

gery at the National Hospital for Neurology and

Neurosurgery, Queen Square. Tissue was from 3 male

glioblastoma patients (17, 66 and 67 years old) who

gave written informed consent. Ethical standards

were according to the Helsinki Declaration (World

Medical Association, 1975, as amended in 2013) and
ethical approval was from the National Health Service

(North West Research Ethics Committee, approval

15/NW/0568).

Cortical tissue preparation

Cortical slices (300 mm-thick) were prepared from P21

SD rats or P42-P116 NG2-CreERT2-GCaMP5G mice

on a Leica VT1200S vibratome in ice-cold, oxygenated

(95% O2/5% CO2) slicing solution. The slicing solution

contained (in mM) 93 N-methyl-D-glucamine chloride,

2.5 KCl, 30 NaHCO3, 10 MgCl2, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 25 glu-
cose, 0.5 CaCl2, 20 HEPES, 5 Na-ascorbate, 3 Na

pyruvate, 1 kynurenic acid. The slices were incubated

at 37�C in the slicing solution (20min), and then trans-

ferred into a modified solution at room temperature in

which the NMDG-Cl, MgCl2, CaCl2 and Na ascorbate

were replaced by (in mM) 92 NaCl, 1 MgCl2 2 CaCl2
and 1 Na-ascorbate. Experiments were performed

within 3–4 hrs of sacrificing rodents. Human tissue

obtained at the hospital was transported to the labora-

tory in ice-cold slicing solution and incubated for
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�2 hours in oxygenated HEPES-buffered solution con-
taining 10 mg/ml isolectin B4 (IB4) conjugated to Alexa
FluorTM 647 (ThermoFisher, I32450) and (in mM): 140
NaCl, 10 HEPES, 2.5 KCl, 1 NaH2PO4, 10 glucose,
2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2 (pH¼ 7.4). IB4 binds a-D-galactose
groups in the basement membrane of capillaries.17

Human tissue was fixed for immunohistochemistry in
4% paraformaldehyde for 30min at room temperature
on a shaker.

Cortical slice capillary pericyte imaging

Acute cerebral cortical slices were perfused at a rate of
3–5ml/min with heated (�34�C) artificial cerebrospinal
fluid (aCSF) solution containing (in mM) 124 NaCl,
2.5 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1 MgCl2, 1 NaH2PO4, 10 glu-
cose, 1 ascorbate and 2 CaCl2. The aCSF was gassed
with 20% O2, 5% CO2, 75% N2. Capillary pericyte
imaging was performed in the cortex at 30–100mm
depth. Brightfield imaging was performed using an
Olympus BW51 microscope equipped with differential
interference contrast (DIC), a 40x water immersion objec-
tive, a Coolsnap HQ2 CCD camera, and ImagePro Plus
(Media Cybernetics) or Metafluor (Molecular Devices)
acquisition softwares. Images were acquired every
5–30 s, with an exposure time of 50ms. The pixel size
was 160nm. Internal capillary diameters were measured
by manually placing a measurement line perpendicular to
the capillary at pericyte somata using MetaMorph or
ImageJ software. Two-photon imaging was performed
using a Zeiss LSM780 microscope with the two-photon
laser (Ti:sapphire Mai Tai DeepSee, Spectra Physics)
tuned to 940nm. Cortical pericytes were imaged by
acquiring Z-stacks (of size 50–120� 50–120� 30–40mm
in the x, y and z dimensions respectively, with 2mm
step size, 150 to 300nm pixel size, and 1.3–2.7 ms pixel
dwell time) every 10 s continuously for 10–15 minutes
using a 20x/1.0 NA water immersion objective (W Plan-
Apochromat, Zeiss). Emitted fluorescence was spectrally
divided by a 555-nm dichroic mirror and collected by
GaAsP detectors. The power under the objective did
not exceed 20mW. Image processing was performed
in FIJI. To account for movements in the x- and
y-dimensions, image stacks were projected at maximum
intensity in the z-dimension and co-registered using the
StackReg plugin in FIJI. Changes in GCaMP5G fluores-
cence were measured by drawing regions of interest
(ROIs) over the soma in FIJI and by normalizing each
intensity value to the baseline average.

Noradrenaline (NA; Sigma A7256) oxidation was
reduced by supplementing aCSF with 100 mM ascorbic
acid and by adding NA powder to the aCSF immedi-
ately before imaging. For tetrodotoxin citrate (TTX,
Abcam ab120055) experiments, TTX was applied
5min prior to and in the continuous presence of NA.

For endothelin-1 (ET-1; Sigma E7764) experiments,

NA was applied 15min prior to ET-1. For atipamezole

experiments, atipamezole (Sigma; A9611) was applied

15min prior to NA. Clonidine (Sigma C7897) and xyla-

zine (Rompun, 321350RX) were applied following a

5min baseline. NA, clonidine and xylazine are photo-

sensitive and were protected from light at all times.

Control and drug experiments were interleaved without

blinding during experiments and analysis.

In vivo two-photon imaging

Adult NG2-dsRed mice were anesthetised using ure-

thane (1.55 g/kg given in two doses 15 minutes apart;

Sigma-Aldrich, #94300) and anesthesia was confirmed

by the lack of a withdrawal reflex to a paw pinch. Body

temperature was maintained at 36–37�C using a

feedback-controlled heating pad. Eyes were protected

from drying by applying polyacrylic acid eye drops

(Dr. Winzer Pharma GmbH). The trachea was cannu-

lated and mice were mechanically ventilated with medical

air supplemented with oxygen using a MiniVent (Model

845). The skull was exposed, slightly thinned using a drill

and dried using compressed air. A custom-made head-

plate was centred over the right barrel cortex, 3mm lat-

erally from the midline and immediately caudal to the

coronal suture. The headplate was attached using super-

glue gel and mice were head fixed to a custom-built stage.

A craniotomy of approximately 2mm diameter was per-

formed, the dura was removed and HEPES-buffered

aCSF was added to the exposed cortex.
Two-photon images of NG2-dsRed labelled pial

arteries, penetrating arterioles and capillary pericytes

were acquired at a wavelength of 1000 nm. Outer cap-

illary diameters were measured at pericyte somata by

drawing lines across vessels perpendicular to their axes

in FIJI. The change in diameter upon application of

atipamezole (100 mM) to the exposed cortex was mea-

sured. The mean laser power in the focal plane did not

exceed 34mW for any experiment.

Immunohistochemistry

Adult NG2-dsRed mice were perfused at 9ml/min with

20ml of ice-cold PBS, followed by 20ml of ice-cold 4%

PFA. Brains were extracted and drop-fixed in 4%

PFA overnight. Following 3� 5min washes in PBS,

sagittal brain slices 100 mm thick were cut in PBS

using a Leica VT1200S vibratome. Slices were blocked

at 4�C overnight on a shaker, incubated with anti-

tyrosine hydroxylase antibody (1:200, raised in chicken,

Abcam ab76442) and (in some experiments) anti-

dopamine beta hydroxylase antibody (1:200, rabbit,

Abcam ab209487) overnight, washed 3� 5min in

PBS and incubated with anti-chicken IgG Cy5 (1:500,

Korte et al. 3



Bethyl Labs A30-206C5), anti-chicken IgY Alexa
FluorTM 488 (1:500, Sigma A-11039) and anti-rabbit
IgG Alexa FluorTM 647 (1:500, A31573) for 8 hours.
Slices were washed 3� 5min in PBS and cleared over-
night at room temperature on a shaker in CUBIC
reagent 1 (CUBIC-R1) solution containing 25wt %
urea, 25wt % N,N,N0,N0-Tetrakis(2-Hydroxypropyl)
ethylenediamine and 15wt % Triton X-100 (Susaki
et al., 2014). Slices were mounted using CUBIC-R1
and image stacks were acquired using a Zeiss LSM
700 confocal microscope using a 20� objective.
Image stacks were segmented in Imaris and the shortest
distance from a TH-labeled process to the closest part
of the surface of the nearest pericyte soma, or to the
surface of the SMCs at the middle of an arteriole, was
measured in 3D using the MeasurementPro module of
Imaris. Depending on the size of IB4 labelled human
tissue, washing steps in between antibody applications
were prolonged, varying from 4–5 washes over 2–8
hours. The incubation period of the anti-TH antibody
was 24–72 hours and that of the secondary anti-
body 24 hrs. Human tissue was cleared at room tem-
perature for up to 9 days (CUBIC-R1 solution was
exchanged every 24–48 hours). Tissue was mounted
in CUBIC-R1 solution using a custom-made glass
chamber and confocal imaged using a 20� air objec-
tive. The closest distance from the pericyte soma centre
to a TH-labelled process was measured in FIJI.

Statistics

Statistical tests were performed in Prism 6 (GraphPad
Software Inc., CA, USA). The D’Agostino-Pearson
omnibus test was used to assess the normality of data.
For non-normally distributed data, a non-parametric
statistical analysis was performed using the Mann-
Whitney U Test (comparing 2 groups, unpaired) or a
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test (comparing 2
groups, paired). For normally distributed data, a para-
metric test was used: p-values were determined using a
homoscedastic (equal variance) or heteroscedastic
(unequal variance, with Welch’s correction) two-tailed
Student’s t-test (comparing 2 groups) or one-way
ANOVA with a Tukey post hoc test (comparing >2
groups). These procedures include correction for multi-
ple comparisons within each figure panel. Bars show the
mean� standard deviation. P-values <0.05 were consid-
ered significant and all tests were 2-tailed.

Results

Noradrenaline release sites in the cerebral cortex

Immunohistochemistry using an antibody to tyrosine
hydroxylase, the rate-limiting enzyme for catecholamine

synthesis which labels noradrenergic and dopaminergic
axons including those of locus coeruleus neurons,18,19

revealed catecholamine-containing axons ramifying
extensively in the cerebral cortex of mice in which peri-
cytes and some vascular smooth muscle cells (SMCs)
were labelled transgenically by dsRed expression under
control of the NG2 promoter (Figure 1(a)). Consistent
with previous data,7,9 TH-labeled varicosities were
found close to capillary pericytes and to arteriolar
SMCs (Figure 1(b)). The mean distance to the nearest
varicosity was � 6 mm for pericytes (independent of
capillary branch order, traced from the penetrating
arteriole as in Figure 1(a)) and �12 mm for SMCs
(Figure 1(c)). Labeling for dopamine beta hydroxylase
(DbH; the enzyme that converts dopamine into nor-
adrenaline, which is hence more specific for noradren-
ergic axons) revealed a similar distance to pericytes
(�5 mm) and SMCs (�18 mm), suggesting that capillary
pericytes receive most of the vascular noradrenergic
innervation in the rodent cerebral cortex (Figure 1(d)).

Human cortical tissue obtained from neurosurgical
operations exhibited similar tyrosine hydroxylase label-
ling (Figure 1(e)) with a mean distance of �12 mm from
pericytes to the nearest varicosity (Figure 1(f)).

Noradrenaline does not evoke contraction by
raising [Ca2þ]i
Imaging capillaries in rat brain cortical slices (Figure 2
(a)) confirmed that application of NA (between 2 and
200 mM) led to capillary constriction near pericyte
somata (Figure 2(b) and (c)).6,10 If noradrenaline
evokes pericyte contraction by acting on Gq-coupled
a1 receptors, then it should raise [Ca2þ]i by releasing
calcium from intracellular stores. However, in cortical
slices from mice expressing the Ca2þ-sensor
GCaMP5G in pericytes (see Materials and Methods),
we found that NA evoked no significant rise of [Ca2þ]i
in pericyte somata or processes, even when TTX was
present to prevent any changes of neuronal activity
induced by NA (Figure 2(d) and (e), Fig. S1A). This
was not due to the GCaMP5G sensor being ineffectual
because endothelin-1 (ET-1, 10 nM), which acts on
GqPCRs to release Ca2þ from internal stores,6,20

evoked a robust [Ca2þ]i rise (Figure 2(d) and (f)).
Similarly, NA evoked no detectable rise in [Ca2þ]i in
arteriolar SMCs (Figure 2(g)). Consistent with the
pericyte-mediated capillary constriction not being
mediated by activation of a1 receptors and release of
Ca2þ from internal stores, the a1 receptor agonist phen-
ylephrine (PE, 1mM) evoked no significant [Ca2þ]i rise
in pericytes nor a pericyte-mediated constriction of
capillaries (Figure 2(h) to (i), Fig. S1B). PE also did
not raise [Ca2þ]i in SMCs of pial arteries and did not
constrict them (Fig. S1C-E).
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It has previously been suggested13 that NA-evoked
[Ca2þ]i transients in astrocytes trigger release of the
arachidonic acid derivative 20-HETE which evokes con-
traction of arteriolar SMCs. However, the NA-evoked

capillary constriction in brain slices was unaffected by
blocking 20-HETE synthesis with 100nM HET0016
(Figure 2(j), not significantly different, p¼ 0.4), as
found previously for cerebellar pericytes.5

Figure 1. Tyrosine hydroxylase- and DbH-labelled axons are in close proximity to rodent and human pericytes in the cerebral
cortex. (a) Maximum intensity projection confocal image of tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) labelled axon varicosities (white, potential LC
axon transmitter release sites) and pericytes (PC, yellow arrows) and arteriole smooth muscle cells (SMCs) labelled using dsRed
under the NG2 promoter in the cortex of an adult NG2-dsRed mouse. The capillary branching order from the penetrating arteriole
(0th order) is indicated. (b) Higher magnification images: left, TH-labelled axon near arteriole; right, two 3D views (rendered in Imaris)
of a pericyte (arrow) at a capillary branch point and TH-labelled axon. Inset shows measurement in 3D of the shortest distance from a
TH-labeled varicosity surface to the surface of the nearest soma (green blobs are to indicate the end of the measurement line).
(c) Nearest TH-labelled varicosities are closer to pericyte somata than to arteriolar smooth muscle cells (chosen to be half way up the
penetrating arteriole), independent of capillary branch order (n¼ 16 arterioles and 76 pericytes from 3 mice). (d) Left: Co-labelling
for TH and dopamine beta hydroxylase (DbH) to define noradrenergic axons. Right: Varicosities labelled for both TH and DbH are
located closer to pericyte somata than to SMCs (n¼ 7 SMCs and 11 pericytes from 3 mice). (e) Confocal image (single plane) of
TH-labelled axon and isolectin B4 (IB4) labelled arteriole, capillaries and pericytes (arrows) in human cortical tissue and (f) Nearest
TH-labelled axon to pericyte soma distance in human cortical tissue (20 pericytes from 3 humans).
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Figure 2. Noradrenaline (NA) contracts capillary pericytes without raising pericyte [Ca2þ]i in acute rodent cerebral cortical slices.
(a) Capillary diameter or somatic [Ca2þ]i was measured in acute cortical slices using two-photon (2-p) or differential interference
contrast (DIC) imaging to capture the onset of the NA-evoked contraction (DIC images acquired every 5–30 sec and 2-p stacks every
10 sec). (b) DIC image of rat cortical capillary with pericyte (white arrow) before and after stimulation with 200mM noradrenaline
(NA). The lumen diameter was measured at the pericyte soma as indicated by the red line. (c) Left: Exemplar time course of

Continued.
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Noradrenaline evokes contraction by activating
a2 receptors

The a2 receptor blocker atipamezole (1mM) did not
affect capillary diameter when applied alone in brain
slices (Figure 3(a), presumably because there is little
NA release in slices where the locus coeuruleus axons
are cut), but completely blocked the NA-evoked capil-
lary constriction (Figure 3(b)). Conversely, the a2 ago-
nists clonidine (20 mM) and xylazine (50 mM) both
evoked a capillary constriction near pericytes of a mag-
nitude similar to that evoked by NA (Figure 3(c)).

When imaging capillaries, penetrating arterioles and
pial arteries through a cranial window in vivo (Figure 3
(d)), application of atipamezole to the surface of the
cortex resulted in a dilation of capillaries near pericyte
somata (Figure 3(e)), indicating that there is tonic acti-
vation in vivo of the contractile mechanism character-
ised here, presumably by NA released from locus
coeruleus axons. The penetrating arterioles and pial
arteries similarly dilated (Figure 3(e)).

These data suggest that, for both parenchymal
capillaries and arteriolar/arterial SMCs, NA evokes
contraction by a mechanism other than activation of
a1 receptors. Although we cannot be sure that NA acts
directly on pericytes (or SMCs), for simplicity we pro-
pose that NA released from LC axons acts on a2 recep-
tors to lower the cAMP level in pericytes, leading to a
fall of myosin light chain phosphatase activity and a
resulting increase in contractile tone (Figure 3(f)).21

Discussion

Noradrenaline, which can act via volume transmission
at some distance from its release site, is known to affect
neuronal information processing via its direct actions
on neurons, for example by modulating neurotransmit-
ter release at synaptic terminals22 and by depolarizing
neurons (via inhibition of their Kþ conductance and
activation of hyperpolarization-activated Ih chan-
nels).23 However, NA also regulates cerebral blood

flow by evoking contractile tone of arterioles and cap-

illary pericytes, which may have indirect effects on neu-

ronal function. The relative importance of these effects

in NA-mediated changes in attention and arousal are

rarely discussed, although the volume transmission

aspect of NA-evoked effects must mean that they

cannot be controlled separately.
It is commonly assumed that effects of NA on blood

flow are mediated by activation of Ca2þ-mobilising a1
receptors on contractile cells.11 Here we have investi-

gated how NA affects the contractile tone of capillary

pericytes, because capillaries comprise the majority of

the resistance to cerebral blood flow within the brain

parenchyma.2,3 Surprisingly, we found that although

superfused NA made pericytes contract, and constrict

capillaries, it did not raise pericyte [Ca2þ]i (Figure 2(a)

to (f)). Furthermore the a1 receptor agonist phenyleph-
rine did not raise pericyte [Ca2þ]i or evoke contraction
(Figure 2(h) to (i)). In contrast, the NA-evoked con-

traction was abolished by the a2 receptor antagonist

atipamezole (Figure 3(b)), and mimicked by a2 receptor
agonists (Figure 3(c)), implying that NA evokes con-

traction by an unexpected mechanism dependent on a2
receptors (Figure 3(f)).

We presume these a2 receptors to be on pericytes

themselves (rather than on some other cell type that

releases a messenger to raise pericyte [Ca2þ]i) because
NA evoked pericyte contraction without raising peri-

cyte [Ca2þ]i. Since a2 receptors are Gi-coupled, their

activation by NA will lower the pericyte cyclic AMP

concentration, which we assume promotes contraction

by leading to a decrease of myosin light chain phospha-

tase activity (Figure 3(f)).24 These data are consistent

with radioligand binding studies reporting the presence

of a2 and lack of a1 receptors on cerebral pericytes.25

Thus, although it is impossible to rule out the possibil-

ity that the preparation of brain slices somehow inacti-

vates pericyte a1 receptors, the most parsimonious

interpretation of our data is that NA evokes pericyte

contraction by acting on a2 receptors. Furthermore,

Figure 2. Continued.
NA-evoked capillary constriction measured at the pericyte soma in response to aCSF containing 0, 2 or 200 mM NA. Right: Mean
capillary constriction after 15 mins (n¼ 5 in aCSF from 3 rats; n¼ 9 for 2 mM NA from 9 rats; n¼ 6 for 200 mM NA from 3 rats).
(d) Two-photon images of penetrating arteriole (PA) smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and 1st order capillary pericyte expressing
GCaMP5g and tdTomato in NG2-CreERT2-GCaMP5g mice. (e) Left: time course of mouse pericyte [Ca2þ]i in response to NA in the
presence or absence of TTX. Right: NA does not raise pericyte [Ca2þ]i in the presence or absence of TTX (n¼ 6 pericytes for NA
from 3 mice; n¼ 5 pericytes for NAþTTX from 3 mice). (f) After 10min of pre-incubation with NA (not shown), application of the
Gq-coupled agonist endothelin-1 (ET-1) in the continuous presence of NA raises mouse pericyte [Ca2þ]i as compared to continuous
NA application alone (slow decline of fluorescence may reflect bleaching; n¼ 9 pericytes for NA from 3 mice; n¼ 7 for NAþET-1
from 3 mice). (g) NA does not raise mouse arteriolar smooth muscle cell (SMC) [Ca2þ]i in the presence or absence of TTX (n¼ 3 for
NA from 3 mice; n¼ 3 for NAþET-1 from 3 mice). (h–i) The a1 agonist phenylephrine (1 mM) does not raise [Ca2þ]i (h) in mouse
cortical pericytes (n¼ 6 from 3 mice) or arteriolar SMCs (n¼ 5 from 3 mice) nor decrease capillary or arteriole diameter (i). (j) The
20-HETE synthesis inhibitor HET0016 (100 nM) had no significant effect on the NA-evoked capillary constriction at pericytes (n¼ 4
from 3 rats, data without HET0016 are replotted from panel c).
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consistent with this, direct application of the a2 blocker
atipamezole to the cortex in vivo evoked dilation of

capillaries and arterioles/arteries (Figure 3(d) to (e)).
While published RNA sequencing datasets indicate

low a1 and a2 receptor expression in pericytes,26,27

RNA sequencing is limiting in its detection of weakly

expressed transcripts such as plasma membrane recep-

tors and it is increasingly reported that there can be

little correlation between transcript and protein

levels.28–30 The use of improved dissociation protocols

for RNA sequencing,31 spatial transcriptomic

approaches (that use intact tissue sections) and

Figure 3. NA contracts capillary pericytes via activation of a2 adrenergic receptors. (a) Left: time course of normalised capillary
diameter at the pericyte soma in the absence or presence of the a2 receptor blocker atipamezole in acute cortical slices of P21 rats.
Right: blocking a2 receptors with atipamezole had no effect on capillary diameter (n¼ 9 pericytes for aCSF from 6 rats; n¼ 4 for
atipamezole from 3 rats). (b) Blocking a2 receptors with atipamezole greatly reduced the NA-evoked capillary constriction (n¼ 9 for
NA from 6 rats; n¼ 4 for NAþ atipamezole from 3 rats). (c) Stimulating a2 receptors with xylazine or clonidine induced a capillary
constriction similar to that evoked by application of NA (aCSF 3 pericytes from 3 rats; clonidine 10 pericytes from 4 rats; xylazine 10
pericytes from 3 rats). (d) Imaging of somatosensory cortex through a cranial window in NG2-dsRed mice with penetrating arteriole
(PA) and capillary pericytes indicated. (e) In vivo application of atipamezole (100mM) to the cortical surface evoked a tonic dilation of
capillaries at pericytes (n¼ 19 from 3 mice), and of penetrating arterioles and pial arteries (n¼ 7 from 3 mice) and (f) Proposed
mechanism by which NA released from LC axons confers contractile tone via Gi protein-coupled a2 receptors, which lower [cAMP],
thus reducing the dephosphorylation of myosin by myosin light chain phosphatase (MLCP).
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development of specific antibodies against adrenergic

receptors may be required to further assess the

adrenergic receptor expression profile in pericytes.

Moreover in vivo studies, for example locally puffing

NA onto pericytes or optogenetically stimulating or
suppressing the release of NA from LC axons,32,33

using image acquisition speeds sufficient to capture

fast [Ca2þ]i transients
34 may help to further assess the

effect of NA on contractile tone in vivo.
LC stimulation has generally been shown to

decrease CBF35–40 (with one exception41 reporting an

increase in CBF) whereas LC lesioning increases42 or

evokes no change43,44 in CBF possibly depending on

the species, age or brain area studied. In our experi-

ments, direct application of atipamezole to the cortex

in vivo evoked dilation of capillaries and arterioles/

arteries (Figure 3(d) and (e)). This contrasts with the
vascular effects evoked by systemic atipamezole admin-

istration, which is expected to also block a2 receptors

on neuronal cell bodies in the LC - this blocks a2 recep-
tor mediated feedback inhibition of NA release by LC

neurons, raises cortical NA levels and thus evokes

vasoconstriction (at least at the arteriole level).45,46

Although the relative importance of contractile peri-

cytes and arteriolar smooth muscle cells in controlling

CBF has been debated, a large fraction of the intra-

parenchymal resistance of the cerebral vasculature lies

in capillaries,2,3 and it is now known that even mid-

capillary bed pericytes are contractile and can regulate
blood flow.47,48 The constriction of capillaries by NA

provides essential tone so that, when neurons are active

and they and their associated astrocytes release vaso-

dilators, an increase of capillary diameter is possible.

The degree of dilation possible may depend important-

ly on the noradrenergic tone being generated, with a
greater dilation and fractional increase of blood flow

being possible when there is more initial constriction.49

This phenomenon may complicate the interpretation of

changes of BOLD fMRI signals in conditions when

noradrenergic tone is altered, e.g. in states of altered

arousal. For instance, NA release from LC axons is

decreased during sleep,50–52 which may contribute to
CBF increases by up to 80% during rapid eye move-

ment (REM) sleep53 when extracellular brain NA levels

are lowest.51,52 While an increase in arterial CO2 ten-

sion (PaCO2) induced by respiratory changes also likely

contributes to increases in CBF during REM sleep, this

increase in CBF is greater than would be predicted

from changes in PaCO2.
54 Importantly a recent study

suggests that the amplitude of cortical NA oscillations

may shape transition states between wakefulness and

REM and non-REM sleep,33 raising the possibility that

NA drives fluctuations in CBF depending on the arous-

al state of the brain.55

Furthermore, these data imply that blood-brain bar-

rier permeable agents acting on a2 receptors will alter

CBF. In a medical and veterinary setting such agents

include the sedative and anaesthetic xylazine, clonidine

(which is used to treat dysmenorrhea, hypertension,

Tourette’s, menopausal symptoms and alcohol/opiate

withdrawal) and methyldopa (used to treat hyperten-

sion, including in pregnancy).
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